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Objective: The purpose of the present study was to evaluate treatment outcomes and prognostic factors in cervical cancer
patients with isolated para-aortic lymph node (PALN) metastases. We especially tried to evaluate PALN factors such as size, site
and number.
Methods: From August 1994 to December 2009, 40 cervical cancer patients with isolated PALN node metastases at initial
diagnosis were selected for analysis. Patients underwent both extended field external beam and intracavitary brachytherapy.
Fourteen patients received 5-fluorouracil and cisplatin (FP) and 16 patients received weekly concurrent cisplatin. Information of
PALN, such as size, site, and number, was founded before PALN radiotherapy.
Results: The median follow-up time after primary treatment was 28.5 months (range, 2 to 213 months). The 3-year overall and
progression-free survival rate after primary treatment was 44.3% and 31.3%, respectively. In multivariate analysis including
tumor stage, performance status, and chemotherapy, FP regimen concurrent chemoradiotherapy was more effective than
radiotherapy alone (p=0.030). The 3-year progression-free survival rate was 41.9% and 11.1% in patients with PALN numbers of
≤1 and ≥2, respectively (p=0.008). The 3-year progression-free survival rate was 42.1% and 19.2% in patients with PALN size of
<1.5 cm and ≥1.5 cm, respectively (p=0.031).
Conclusion: The radiologic features of PALN, such as number or size, can be used to determine prognosis in PALN metastatic
cervical cancer patients. Furthermore, FP regimen concurrent chemoradiotherapy was associated with better patient survival
than radiotherapy alone. However, more studies are required to confirm possible different treatment outcomes between FP and
weekly cisplatin regimens.
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INTRODUCTION
Although cervical cancer is curable after definitive treatment,
it is still the major cause of cancer death in women worldwide
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[1]. The prognosis is worse in patients with distant metastases
and the para-aortic lymph node (PALN) is frequently observed
as a metastatic site. Although it has been classified as stage
IVB according to the International Federation of Gynecology
and Obstetrics (FIGO) staging system, the para-aortic region
is a small area and localized treatment is possible. The 2013
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guideline
recommends cisplatin based chemotherapy with PALN
extended field radiation therapy (RT) in patients presenting
with isolated PALN metastases [2].
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Cervical cancer has been reported to spread more widely by
the lymphatic pathway than by the hematogenous pathway
[3]. The PALN may be an important prognostic factor, but
studies about the correlation between treatment outcome
and PALN factors are rare. The aim of the present study was to
analyze the correlation between prognosis and PALN factors
after definitive RT with or without chemotherapy in cervical
cancer patients with isolated PALN metastases. Failure pattern
and treatment outcomes were also analyzed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
From August 1994 to December 2009, 935 patients with
cervical cancer were treated in the Department of Radiation
Oncology. Among 935 patients, 240 were treated in adjuvant
setting after surgery. Forty patients with isolated PALN node
metastases at initial diagnosis were selected for analysis.
Median age was 48.5 years (range, 28 to 78 years). Patient
characteristics are listed in Table 1.
The external beam RT was delivered using 10-15MV photons. The delivered radiation dose to PALN was 44.2 Gy (range,
32.4 to 53 Gy), given at a dose of 1.7-2.0 Gy per fraction. In 6
patients, RT field was modified at a dose of 40-45 Gy depending on tumor response and tolerance. Patients underwent
both extended field external beam RT and high dose rate
intracavitary brachytherapy. The median radiation dose to
the whole pelvis was 55 Gy and midline block was applied at
a dose of 36-45 Gy depending on reduction of tumor size.
HDR brachytherapy (Iridium-192, Microselectron, Nucletron,
Veenendaal, Netherlands) was applied with point A dose of
median 24 Gy (4 or 5 Gy per fractions, twice a week). The upper border of radiation field was extended as high as the T12
or L1 vertebra. Thirty-two patients received chemotherapy.
Fourteen patients received 2-4 cycles of cisplatin (75 mg/m2)
and 5-fluorouracil (5-FU, 1,000 mg/m2) during and after RT.
Sixteen patients received weekly concurrent cisplatin (40 mg/
m2) for a total 4-6 cycles. Seven patients were found to have
PALN metastases in a radical hysterectomy with PALN biopsy
and received postoperative extended field irradiation.
The patients’ follow-up consisted of the following: every
1-3 months during the first year, and every 3-6 months
thereafter. The primary cervix was evaluated by pelvic exam
and pap smear. The PALN was evaluated mostly by followup computed tomography (CT). Although positron emission
tomography (PET) CT has been used often since 2000 in our
institution, it was applied widely at diagnosis and follow-up
since 2008. A complete response (CR) and partial response
of PALN was defined as the complete disappearance and
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decrease in tumor diameter exceeding 50% of the visible
node in the follow-up CT.
In 32 patients, information of PALN, such as size, site, and
number, was found through MRI or CT before PALN RT.
Although all patients underwent radiologic study such as MRI
or CT before treatment, it was impossible to gain detailed
information of radiologic study in 8 patients because old
radiologic image data was discarded. PALN ≥1 cm in CT or MRI
was counted and location was classed as vertebra level. The
Table 1. Patient characteristics
Characteristic

No. (%)

Age (yr)
<50

23 (57.5)

≥ 50

17 (42.5)

Histopathology
Squamous cell carcinoma

36 (90.0)

Adenocarcinoma

3 (7.5)

Adenosquamous cell carcinoma

1 (2.5)

Tumor stage
I

10 (25.0)

II

15 (37.5)

III

6 (15.0)

IVA

9 (22.5)

Tumor size (cm)
<6

20 (50.0)

≥6

20 (50.0)

ECOG performance status
0-1

28 (70.0)

2

12 (30.0)

Chemotherapy
5-Fluorouracil and cisplatin

14 (35.0)

Weekly cisplatin

16 (40.0)

Others

2 (5.0)

None

8 (20.0)

Para-aortic lymph node size (cm)
<1.5

19 (59.4)

≥ 1.5

13 (40.6)

SCC Ag level* (ng/mL)
<20

17 (48.5)

≥ 20

18 (51.5)

Cyfra 21-1 level† (ng/mL)
<10

14 (48.3)

≥ 20

15 (51.7)

ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; SCC Ag, squamous cell
carcinoma antigen.
*Missing data in 5 patients. †Missing data in 11 patients.
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longest diameter of PALN was measured on the CT or MRI.
Examinations of tumor markers, such as squamous cell
carcinoma antigen (SCC Ag) and Cyfra 21-1, were performed
regularly before and after primary treatment. Analysis of SCC
Ag and Cyfra 21-1 was excluded in patients with adenocarcinoma. Toxicity was evaluated with use of the Radiation
Therapy Oncology Group and the European Organization for
Research and Treatment of Cancer [4].
Overall survival (OS) after primary treatment was the primary
end point of this study. OS was calculated from the date
of radiotherapy initiation until the date of death or the last
follow-up. Progression-free survival (PFS) was calculated from
the date of radiotherapy initiation until the date of occurrence
of disease progression or death. The disease progression was
evaluated with imaging, pap smear, and clinical examination.
Failure was defined as either disease progression or recurrence of disease. The Kaplan-Meier estimator was used to
derive estimates of survival rates. Log-rank tests and the Cox
proportional hazard model were used to compare each prognostic factors. A p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
All statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS ver. 20.0
(IBM Co., Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS
The median follow-up time after primary treatment was 28.5
months (range, 2 to 213 months). In five patients, no study
was performed to find recurrent sites, and one patient died
soon after completion of concurrent chemoradiotherapy
(CCRT). Twenty-three of 34 patients were found to have treatment failure. On initial failure, three patients relapsed only
in pelvis while 13 patients experienced distant metastases
only. Both pelvic and distant metastases were found in seven
patients (Table 2). The supra-clavicular lymph node (SCLN),
lung, and PALN were involved in eight, five, and five patients,
respectively. Of these, isolated SCLN recurrence occurred in
three patients. The in-RT-field control rate was 78.1% at first
year, and 48.1% at third year. The out-RT-field control rate was
42.4% at first year, and 38.7% at third year.

After PALN RT, CT was performed during follow-up in 32
patients to evaluate PALN treatment response. CR and non-CR
were found in 18 and 14 patients, respectively. Primary cervical mass was evaluated by pelvic exam in all patients. CR and
non-CR were found in 27 and 13 patients, respectively. Thirtyfive patients were evaluated by pap smear with 34 patients
showing no evidence of disease.
Acute maximum toxicity was grade 3 in four patients, and
grade 4 in two patients. Hematologic toxicity occurred in
three patients and all patients received cisplatin and 5-FU
CCRT. Genitourinary toxicity was found in three patients. One
patient expired soon after completion of CCRT due to septic
shock following pneumonia and urinary tract infection. The
patient had grade 2 leukopenia during treatment and treatment response was good. Pelvic RT was held at 44.2 Gy due to
poor performance. Grade 2 upper gastrointestinal toxicity was
found in 14 patients. No patients had severe gastrointestinal
toxicity.
The 3-year OS and PFS rate after primary treatment was
44.3% (median, 29 months) and 31.3% (median, 11 months),
respectively (Fig. 1). Prognostic factors for OS and PFS are
shown in Table 3. Variables analyzed included chemotherapy,
Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance
status, tumor stage, tumor marker and PALN factors. The
3-year OS rate was 70.7%, 31.3%, and 37.5% in patients who
received 5-fluorouracil and cisplatin (FP), weekly cisplatin,
and RT alone, respectively (p=0.028). The 3-year OS rate was
63.5%, 46.2%, and 23.1% at a SCC Ag level of <6, 6-30, and
>30 ng/mL, respectively (p=0.048). The 3-year OS rate was
56.3% and 16.7% in patients with an ECOG performance status
of 0/1 and 2, respectively (p=0.006). The 3-year OS rate was
56.3%, 46.7%, 66.7%, and 11.1% in patients with tumor stage
I, II, III, and IVA, respectively (p=0.009). Significant prognostic
factors are listed in Table 3. Operation (p=0.068), parametrial

Table 2. First failure pattern after treatment
Site
Pelvis only
Distant metastases only

No.
3
13

Para-aortic lymph node only

1

Supra-clavicular lymph node only

3

Pelvis and distant metastases both
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Fig. 1. Overall and progression-free survivals of patients.
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Table 3. Prognostic factors for overall survival
Variable

No.

Univariate
RR (95% CI)

Chemotherapy

Multivariate
p-value

RR (95% CI)

0.028

0.091

5-FU and cisplatin

14

Weekly cisplatin

16

3.7 (1.2-10.8)

2.8 (0.8-10.2)

8

3.6 (1.1-11.3)

4.0 (1.1-14.2)

None

1

ECOG performance

p-value

1

0.006

0.108
0.030
0.796

0-1

28

1

-

-

2

12

3.0 (1.3-6.7)

-

-

I

10

1

1

II

15

1.7 (0.6-5.0)

1.4 (0.4-4.6)

0.610

III

6

1.1 (0.3-4.5)

1.1 (0.2-5.2)

0.947

IVA

9

4.8 (1.6-14.7)

5.1 (1.3-20.0)

0.021

Tumor stage

0.009

SCC Ag level (ng/mL)
<6

0.050

0.048

-

9

1

-

-

6-30

13

2.3 (0.6-8.4)

-

-

>30

13

4.3 (1.2-15.8)

-

-

CI, confidence interval; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; 5-FU, 5-fluorouracil; RR, relative risk; SCC Ag, squamous cell carcinoma
antigen.

Fig. 2. Progression-free survival rate according to number of paraaortic lymph nodes (PALN).

Fig. 3. Progression-free survival rate according to size of para-aortic
lymph nodes (PALN).

involvement (p=0.085), cervical mass size (p=0.142), and Cyfra
21-1 (p=0.200) were not statistically significant. In multivariate
analysis including tumor stage, ECOG performance status,
and chemotherapy, FP regimen CCRT was more effective
than RT alone (relative risk [RR]=4.0, p=0.030). The difference
between FP and weekly cisplatin regimen was not statistically
significant due to poor performance status in weekly cisplatin
patients (RR=2.8, p=0.108). In univariate analysis for PFS,
only ECOG performance status was statistically significant
(p=0.025).

Regarding PALN factors, the number of PALNs was shown
to correlate with OS. The 3-year OS rate was 55.4% and 22.2%
with a PALN number of ≤ 1 and ≥ 2, respectively (p=0.044).
The number and size of PALN were shown to correlate with
PFS. The 3-year PFS rate was 41.9% and 11.1% in patients with
PALN numbers of ≤1 and ≥2, respectively (p=0.008) (Fig. 2). The
3-year PFS rate was 42.1% and 19.2% in patients with PALN
of <1.5 cm and ≥1.5 cm, respectively (p=0.031) (Fig. 3). The
location and treatment response of PALN were not prognostic
for OS and PFS (Table 4). In multivariate analysis including the
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Table 4. Overall and progression-free survivals according to PALN factors
Variable

No.

Overall survival
RR (95% CI)

No. of PALN

Progression-free survival
p-value

RR (95% CI)

0.044

≤1

23

1

≥2

9

2.5 (1.0–6.4)

Size of PALN (cm)

0.008
1
3.1 (1.3–7.6)

0.339

<1.5

19

1

≥ 1.5

13

1.5 (0.6–3.7)

Response of PALN

p-value

0.031
1
2.4 (1.0–5.7)

0.472

0.629

CR

18

1

1

Non-CR

14

1.4 (0.6–3.3)

1.2 (0.5–2.7)

CI, confidence interval; CR, complete response; PALN, para-aortic lymph node; RR, relative risk.

number, size, and ECOG performance status, only the number
of PALNs was statistically significant (RR=2.0, p=0.025).

DISCUSSION
The lymphatic metastatic route is more dominant than the
hematogenous route in cervical cancer [3]. The PALN may be
a valuable prognostic factor for survival or disease progression in patients with PALN metastases. The presented study
analyzed the outcome and prognostic factors after definitive
radiotherapy in cervical cancer with isolated metastatic PALN.
We especially tried to find the correlation between disease
progression and radiologic features of the PALN such as size,
site, number, and treatment response.
Singh et al. [5] reported the correlation between number of
PALN and survival in 14 isolated PALN recurrent cervical cancer patients and found it to be significant (p=0.02). They also
reported no correlation between PALN diameter and survival.
Rajasooriyar et al. [6] reported the number of nodes seems
to be an independent predictor of relapse in 39 patients
with common iliac or PALN metastases (p=0.046). The 5-year
relapse-free rate was 34.5% among the patients with 1 to 3
involved nodes and 5.3% for patients with ≥4 involved node.
In our study, we enrolled patients initially presenting with isolated PALN metastases and found a correlation between PALN
number and disease progression (p=0.008). PALN size also
correlated with disease progression (p=0.031). This implies
that PALN factors are also valuable in patients initially presenting as well as recurrent patients. Treatment response of PALN
showed no correlation with survival and treatment failure. It is
possible that visible PALN after RT may be deactivated debris
and PET-CT may help to discriminate the activity of PALN in
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these patients. In most patients, the PALN was located at level
3 and/or 4 of the lumbar vertebra, so we classified sites into
≥ level 3 and ≤ level 4. We could find no correlation between
PALN location and survival.
In the Gynecologic Oncology Group (GOG) study [7], 95 patients with stage I-IVA cervical carcinoma and PALN metastases
were analyzed. Histologic or cytologic confirmation of metastases to the PALN was performed. Recurrence was observed in
64.0% after FP regimen CCRT. As the cause of initial recurrence,
distant metastases only and pelvis only were noted in 31.4%
and 20.9% patients, respectively. There was no follow-up due
to absence of reliable methods to assess PALN. In the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) study [8], 30 patients
with clinical Stage I-IV carcinoma of the cervix with biopsyproven PALN metastases were analyzed. The locoregional
control rate and probability of disease failure was 50% and
63% at 3 years, respectively. This result was similar with our
study recurrence rate of 67.6%. As first failure site, out-RT-field
failure only was more frequent than in-RT-field failure only. In
14 patients who were treated by FP regimen CCRT, recurrence
was noted in 57.1% of patients.
In the RTOG study [8], the median OS of cervical cancer with
metastatic PALN was 23 months after FP regimen CCRT. The
3-year and 4-year OS rate were 33% and 29%, respectively. In
the GOG study [7], the 3-year OS and median OS were 39%
and 27.1 months after FP regimen CCRT. In our study, 32 and
eight patients were treated by CCRT and RT alone, respectively. The survival outcome was similar with our study. The
median, 3-year, and 5-year OS rate were 29 months, 44.3%,
and 39.1%, respectively. Recently, some studies reported
comparisons of monthly FP and weekly cisplatin CCRT in
locally advanced cervical cancer [9,10]. They reported similar
survival and better tolerance in weekly cisplatin. However,
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there has been no report in PALN metastatic cervical cancer.
In univariate analysis of our study, FP regimen CCRT was associated with better survival in patients than weekly cisplatin
regimen CCRT or RT alone (p=0.028). Because patients with
worse performance and advanced disease were treated by RT
alone or weekly cisplatin, we performed multivariate analysis
of tumor stage, ECOG performance status, and chemotherapy.
In multivariate analysis, FP regimen CCRT was more effective
than RT alone and statistically significant (RR=4.0, p=0.030).
FP regimen CCRT also showed better outcome than weekly
cisplatin regimen CCRT. However, it was not statistically
significant due to poor performance status in weekly cisplatin
patients (RR=2.8, p=0.108). Although previous studies
reported similar outcomes between FP and weekly cisplatin
regimen CCRT in locally advanced cervical cancer, more studies in PALN metastatic cervical cancer are needed.
Zighelboim et al. [11] reported that the use of radiotherapy
and multi-agent chemotherapy in patients with stage IVB
cervical cancer and good performance status were well
tolerated and resulted in higher survival rates. The 2013 NCCN
guideline also recommends cisplatin based chemoradiation
therapy in isolated PALN metastatic cervical cancer [2]. In our
study, ECOG performance 0/1 was a statistically significant
prognostic factor (p=0.006). However, in multivariate analysis
including tumor stage, ECOG performance status, and chemotherapy, ECOG performance was not statistically significant
(p=0.796).
Micke et al. [12] reported that the SCC Ag level correlated
with prognosis in patients with cervical carcinoma treated with
radiotherapy or chemoradiotherapy. Hong et al. [13] reported that
SCC Ag levels higher than 10 ng/mL is an independent predictor for poor prognosis. In our study, SCC Ag was a statistically
significant prognostic factor (p=0.048). Generally, SCC Ag and
Cyfra 21-1 are both evaluated before and after treatment in
our institution. Although Cyfra 21-1 was not statistically significant (p=0.200) in this study, normal SCC Ag and increased
Cyfra 21-1 were checked in four patients. It appears that Cyfra
21-1 can be used as an adjuvant for SCC Ag.
Present study has a limitation of small group of patients
from one institution with various treatment modalities due to
patients' condition over the years. However, this study confirmed long-term progression free survival rate of over 30%
in patients with PALN metastasis at presentation. Notably,
patients with smaller sized or single PALN metastasis showed
better survival as long as primary tumor control was achieved.
In Summary, the radiologic features of PALN metastasis,
such as involved number of nodes or nodal size, can be a
prognostic factor in patients with cervical cancer who has
PALN metastasis at presentation. Furthermore, concurrent
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chemo-radiotherapy was associated with good long-term
progression free survival with tolerable side effects. The results
from current study suggest that early detection of PALN
involvement with advanced radiologic studies is important for
better survival even with metastatic disease based on recent
FIGO staging system.
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Standards for Different Types of Articles
Guidelines for six different types of articles have been adopted by the Journal of Gynecologic Oncology:
1. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) standards for reporting randomized trials
2. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses) guidelines for
reporting systematic reviews and meta-analyses
3. MOOSE (Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) guidelines for meta-analyses
and systematic reviews of observational studies
4. STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) guidelines for
the reporting of observational studies
5. STARD (Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy) standards for reporting studies of
diagnostic accuracy
6. REMARK (Reporting of Tumor Markers Studies) guidelines for reporting tumor marker prognostic
studies
Investigators who are planning, conducting, or reporting randomized trials, meta-analyses of randomized trials, meta-analyses of observational studies, observational studies, studies of diagnostic
accuracy, or tumor marker prognostic studies should be familiar with these sets of standards and
follow these guidelines in articles submitted for publication.
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